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THIRD CIRCUIT ADDRESSES
EQUAL PROTECTION AND
PEREMPTORY CHALLENGES
By Jonathan Meis/in
Staff Writer
The Case. Under a recent Third Circuit ruling, heightened religious involvement as a basis for a peremptory
challenge against a potential juror is not a violation of
the Equal Protection Clause.
Although peremptory challenges based on
race, Batson v. Kentucky, 476 U.S. 79 (1986), 'and on
sex, J.E.B. v. Alabama ex rel. TB., 511 U.S. 127 (1994),
have been found to violate the Equal Protection Clause,
no Supreme Court or Third Circuit case has decided
whether a peremptory challenge based on religion violates the Equal Protection Clause.
The issue was again avoided in United States v.
Dejesus, 347 F.3d 500 (3d Cir. 2003). The court sidestepped the issue by narrowing its analysis to address
solely whether peremptory challenges based.on heightened religious- affiliations are unconstitutional. The
court found that such discrimination does not violate the
Equal Protection Clause.
In Dejesus defendant was charged with possession of a firearm by a conv'icted felon. During jury
selection, the prosecution used peremptory strikes io
remove two African American jurors from the venire.
Defense counsel ~bjected on the basis that the only
thing the veniremen had in common was that they were
African American, and that only one AfriCan American

was now left in the venire.
Asked to justify the peremptory strikes, the
prosecution explained that both potential jurors' heightened Christian religious beliefs might have prevented
them from rendering a judgment against another hunian
being.
JJack~round. Generally speaking, during jury
selec~ion a party may remov~ potential jurors by using
one oftWo methods. First, the party may strike a potential juror for cause. This occurs when a party can show
that potential juror would not be able to perform his
responsibilities as a juror.
Normally there is an unlimited number of these
challenges available to each side. The second method is
a peremptory strike, where a party who carinot show
cause can remove a potential jilror without stating a reason. Although normally a party may remove a potential
juror for any reason, there are certain pretexts under
which a jurQr may not be removed because the Equal
Protection Clause forbids the state""to condone irrational
discrimination in the enforcement of its laws.
Two -universal classes against which a party
may not discriminate with a preemptive strike are those
based on sex and race. Heightened religious belief is a
pretext whose constitutionality the Supreme Court has
yet to decide; the various circuits are split on the issue.
Analvsis. In making its decision, the Third
- Circuit distinguished between religious affiliation and

a

religious beliefs. It held that discriminating against religious beliefs is permissible under the Equal Protection
Clause as applied to peremptory challenges. Although a restriction based on religious affiliation may be suspect, a person's religious b,eliefs may
prevent him from properly finding facts in accordance
with the law. Certain beliefs may be inextricable from
religion, especially when such beliefs are strong.
For instance, a person may claim that he is part
of the World Church of the Creator, and that his religious beliefs cause him to have a bias against non-white
races. A prosecutor may then move to strike peremptorily such a potential juror because his beliefs preclude
him from rendering a fair decision that is devoid of
racism.
Even though this may be an extreme example,
the prosecution in Dejesus feared that the potential
juror's strong beliefs, which were inextricable from the
potential juror's religious beliefs, would inhibit the
potential juror's ability fairly to determine the case ~
Whether it is unconstitutional to preempt pretextually a potential juror baseq on' religious affiliation
has yet to be decided by the Third Circuit, although
many circuits ha'\le held that it is. Based on the foregoing ratfonale, the Third Circuit found that there was no
violation of the Equal Protection Clause.
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By the Editor

For lnfonnation, please call 619260-4600 ext. 4343 or email
motions@sandiego.edu
Disclaimer: The contents of this
newspaper do not reflect the views
or opinions of the University of
San Diego School of Law, the
University of San Diego, the
University of San Diego School of
Law News Organization, or the
Editors, Directors-or Staff of this
newspaper and are solely the products of the authors in their individual capacities. Unsigned editorials
reflect only the view of the
Editorial Board of this newspaper,
a Student Organization consistent
with University of San Diego
School of Law policies.
MOTIONS welcomes all letters,
guest columns, complaintS and
commentaries. All submissions
must be signed and include daytime and evening phone numbers.
We do not monetarily compensate
contributing writers. We reserve
the right to edit for content, length
and style.

As the semester comes to its close, and winter nears, one's thoughts
naturally tum to Yuletide. Indeed, I have always felt that the fall semester is
so difficult to complete because one has, as a spark of memories past soon to
be realized again, the happy tranquility that comes with the Christmas season.
How can one face that horrid Torts Exam or that obfuscatory Rule Against
Perpetuities or that inscrutable Totality of the Circumstances Test, without
calling to mind the countervailing comfort of a roaring fire, a mug of nog and
a gingerbread cookie? Now, these homely images are not peculiar to a particular type of American, nor to a particular believer; for that is the genius of
America: what was once .in the Old World divisive has in the New World
become the bond of un_ity.
But does not a certain bit of guilt accompany the seasonal goodtimes? For we know assuredly that there are many Americans whose
Christmas will not be very bright: troops in Iraq and Afghanistan; the homeless on our streets; the wretchedly poor some thirty miles to the South in
Mexico. -Pondering upon these sadnesses makes one search for ·cheer; the
remarkable thing is just where one happens to find it.
. Generally Vie American presidents are not lhought of as good
sources of cheer; they may be good politicians; they may have a quick wit;
they may even carry their office humbly and affably; but they are not usually
thought of as cheery. The one consistent exception to this rule is to be fourid
in the presidential Christmas messages.
"Silent Cal" Coolidge was the first president to give a' Christmas
message to the Nation. His orations, not surprisingly, were terse. His successor Herbert Hoover followed that precedent. In.his 1932 message to the
head of the National Christmas Tree Association, Mr. Hoover wrote, "Your
Christmas service held each year at the foot of a living tree which was alive
at the time of the birth of Christ, has now for several years lent an inspiring
note to the celebration of Christmas . .It should be continued as a further symbol of the unbroken chain of life leading back to this great monument in the
spiritual life of mankind."
Franklin Roosevelt's Christmas message~ were much homelier;
Harry Truman's frankly religious. In his 1945 Christmas message, Mr.
Truman noted that Christmas that year was one which "a war-weary world has
prayed for through long and awful years .... Let us not forget," the president
added, "that the coming of the Saviour brought-a time of long peace to the
Roman World. It is, therefore, fitting for us to remember that the spirit of
Christmas is the spirit of peace, love, of charity to all men. From the manger
of Bethlehem came a new appeal to the minds and hearts of men: 'A new
commandment I give unto you, that ye love one another.'"
Six years later, when the U.S. was again involved in war, the president in his Christmas message tried to raise the nation's hearts and comfort

· Please see Cases, page 6

LetThem Stain, Let Them Stain, Let Them Stain
(NAPS)-After the halls hav.e
been decked and the eggnog has
been drunk, the presents under
the tree are n'ot all you are left
with. Around this time, a gift
many people can use is a batch of
stain removal tips.
···
The Whirlpool Institute of Fabric Science offers these 12 tips for
dashing through the stains: .
• 12 Coffees Spilling-Sponge
or rinse stain promptly in cold
water. Pretreat with liqwd laundry deterg.ent, launder using
bleach that is safe for the fabric.
Wash in the hottest ·water safe for
the fabric.
• 11 Candy Canes Crumbling With all the celebrations happen·-Rinse in warm water to dilute ing throughoµt the holiday seathe stain. Wash in warm .to hot son, stains happen. ·
water and dry as usual.
• 10 Eggnogs Splashing- remove any surface solids with a
Rinse in cold water to dilute the dull knife. _Try to immediately spotstain. Soak up to 30 minutes with treat the affected area by rinsing
detergent, weighted with a towel with cold water to remove excess
to keep submerged. Wash in warm sugars. Apply a small amount of
detergent directly on the stain
to hot water and air dry.
.• 9 Lipsticks Smudging- before washing in the warmest
S'crape fabric stain with a dull water that is safe for the fabric.
knife. Use a dry-cleaning solvent Add liquid-chlorine bleach or coloror pretreat with detergent. Wash safe bleach to the wash five minin warm water. Air dry.
utes into the wash cycle, after the
• 8 Greasy Droppings-Gently detergent has done its job.
scrape off excess solids with a dull
• 4 'salsas Sliding-Scrape off
knife. Apply small amount of liq- any excess salsa with a spoon or
uid dish detergent to the ·under- dull knife. Soak fabric in cold
side of the soiled area, to break up water and wash in the warmest
the grease. Machine wash in the · water possible for that fabric.
warmest water that the care label _ _ . • 3 Wines Wobbling-Sprinkle
permits; if the stain still appears, salt on the stain as soon as possirepeat the process, as .the tough- · ble to draw wine out of the fibers.
est stains may require a little Blot fabric with a solution of mild
extra_persistence.
detergent and warm water. Then
• 7 Candles Dripping-Scrape blot fabric with a mix of one-third
off the excess wax; with a dull cup of white vinegar with twoknife. Place the stain between thirds cup of water. Repeat and
paper towels and press with a .sponge witl;i clean water.
warm iron from the back of the
• 2 Sweaty Santas--To remove
fabric. When all wax has been antiperspirant, place the stain
removed and ironed out, treat face down on a paper_towel.
stain with a pretreatment solution Sponge the back of the stain with
or soak in detergent with the a dry cleaning solvent. Let dry
warmest water possible. Launder and rinse off. Rub on a paste of
as usual.
· granular laundry detergent and
• 6 Chocolates Melting-Pre- water. Wash in the hottest water
treat with a liquid laundry deter-... safe for the fabric.
gent or soakfabric in warm water
• And a sap drip from a pine
and a detergent that contains tree-Use a dry cleaning solvent
enzymes . Difficult stains may · and then wash in warm to hot
require using bleach that is safe water. Repeat if necessary.
for the fabric.
Season's Eatings-and_ to all a
• 5 Fruits a-Flingirig-Carefully good ajght!
·
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PROFESSOR
DARRELL D. BRATTON
IN MEMORIAM
,,..

/

By Jack Williams
Special to Motions

DISTINGUISHED LAW FACULTY MEMBER
PASSES AWAY AFTER BOUT WITH CANCER

In his dual roles as law professor at the University of San
Diego and volunteer prison minister, Darrell D. Bratton
was as comfortable interacting with students as he was
with inmates.
For more than a decade, while employed by
USD, he was active in the Kairos Prison Ministry at the
Richard J. Donovan Correctional facility on Otay Mesa.
Professor Bratton, a 36-year faculty member of
the School of Law at USD, died of cancer Nov. 15 at his
home in San Diego. He was 65.
Earlier this year, a law classroom at USD was
dedicated in his honor. In 1997, his performance as a
teacher combined with_his community outreach earned
him the Sally M. Furay Service Award from USD.
Mr. Bratton, who joined the USD faculty in
1967, taught civil procedure e.ach year. Other courses
included American Indian law, contracts, trusts, federal
jurisdiction, international civil litigation and conflict of
laws.
For USD's Institute 'on lntemational · and
1 Comparative Law, Mr: Bratton directed law programs at
Oxford, Englantj -and Guadalajara, Mexico. He also
served as director of USD's Law Graduate Program. ,

Mr. Bra~on, a
native of Gary, Ind., earned
a bachelor's degree in his"

of the board of directors of the
Kairos Prison Ministry's advisory council at the Donovan facil~ ~~~~~~
fy
Butler University. He later ;,..,
Kairos Prison Ministry is the
edited the law journal at
parent organization of a body of
Duke University, where he
ministries addressing the spirireceived his law degree.
tual needs of incarcerated adults
Beginning
his
and children, as well as those
legal
career
in
who work in a prison environIndianapolis, Mr. Bratton
ment.
Mr. Bratton is survived by his
practiced three years with
the fi,rm of Busc!imann,
wife Sue; daughters, Amy
Carr, Shabel and Tabbert,
Kathleen Sutton of Columbus,
After deciding. on a career
Ohio, and Holly Beth Lustig of
in education, he served as ii
San Diego; and brother, Lyle of
research associate with the
Crown Point, Ind .. . . Donations
Indiana School of Law ~
are suggested to Golden State
Kairos of San Diego, P.O. Box
Codification Project at
Indiana University.
,
27836, San Diego, 92128, or to
.
.
"
'
He later taught
·
Pastors to Prisoners, P.O. Box
Photo by Barry Carlton
3065. Del Mar. 92014-6065 .
law as a visiting professor at Indiana University's law
schools at Indianapolis and Bloomington.
(Originally published in The
Ai a member of Hope United Methodist Church, San Diego Union-Tribune, November 18, 2003)
Mr. Bratton sang in Glory Bound, the men's quartet. At
various times, he served as chairman and vice chairman
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VOLUNTEERING: A BEAUTIFUL
WAY TO SPEND THE HOLIDAYS

By Juliana Lee
Staff Writer

What plans do you have for winter break? Once finals are done and over with, 3Ls ha\l:e
only the home stretch to graduation, 2Ls are halfway done with faw school and lLs will
have conquered the fearsome first semester exams. Winter break will be the perfect
opportunity to do something you've always wanted to, but never had the time for. Here
are some ideas:
I. Volunteer. There are a number of different volunteer opporturi.ities available in the San
Diego area, suited to meet individuals' capabilities and needs (including one-day events
and on-going projects that let you set your own hours). The following websites offer
some excellent information and opportunities:
--www.idealist.org - This Action without Borders website is an international
nonprofit-based organization that will match volunteer interests with a number of national and intematio_n al opportunities, ranging from fundraising and grant-writing opportuni:ties to mentorships and one-day events:
--www.volunteersandiego.org - Volunteer San Diego co.ordinates a network of
voltlnteers who f~ed the homeless, serve senior citizens and read to kids. It also connects
volunteers to 700 non-profits, as well as companies, schools and other organizations that
are developing voluriteer programs. This website includes links to the Flexible Volunteer
Program, which offers -thirty to thirty-five team volunteer projects each month that serve
environmental, youth, seniors, animals, HIVIAIDS and many other groups. After attending a one-time orientation, you can volunteer for whichev~r projects_fit your schedule that

month. All volunteer projects are designed to accommodate the busy professional 's work
schedule. Projects are scheduled after working hours on weeknights and weekends.
Contact Person: Rachel Collins, (858) 636-4124

2. Donate blood! Most people who donate blood for the first time are surprised that it is
such a simple and pleasant experience. Donors receive a brief medical exam before the
donation. Refreshments are provided afterwards. You can donate blood for general use or
donate a specific component of your blood, such as plasma or platelets (needed for clotting.)
--American Red Cross - Call 800.GIVE.LIFE to donate blood or platelets.
--San Diego Blood Bank - Go to the website www.sandiegobloodbankorg to
make an online appointment at one of many San Diego locations.
3. Volunteer at a local soup kitchen or homeless shelter and serve food for Thanksgiving
and Christmas dinners. Check your local newspapers for opportunities.
4. Donate your clothes or other unwanted items to Goodwill, St. Vincent de Paul, the
American Red Cross or the American Lung Association. During the winter season, warm
clothes are always appreciated.
These are just a few suggestions for ways to donate or volunteer your time during the holiday season. There are also a number of opportunities available on campus and from campus organizations. Keep your eyes and hearts open.
J:

[- ST. VINCENT DE PAUL'S NEEDS YOU!

_I

Twice a week students head out in a USD van on a 15 minute drive to St. Vincent de Paul/Joan
Kroc Center to ·help serve som,e 1,000 meals to homeless men, -women and children. Trips are
~ade durip.g mid-day ~'dead hours" (10:50AM to 12:30PM); stUdents return in time for afternoon
classes. Please call University Ministry at x4735 or stop by the office in_the UC.
.

/
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MASSACHUSETTS TO HAVE
SAME SEX MARRIAGES
IN CONTROVERSIAL DECISION, THE SUPREME JUDICIAL
COURT OVERTURNS STATE'S LAWS BANNING SAME SEX
MARRIAGES; THE GOVERNOR .INTENDS TO ACT
By Jonathan Meis/in
Staff Writer

nally related to the laws' goal because there was no reason to think that an opposite sex couple would be more
likely to provide an optimal setting for child developOn November ·18th, 2003 the Massachusetts Supreme ment than a same sex couple. Furthermore, with the
Judicial Court held in Goodridge v. Department of state's adoption policies, many same sex couples are
Public Health (2003 Mass. LEXIS 814) that the state's already able to raise children. The third interest-<:onlaws banning same sex marriages viol!lte the servation of state resources-was not rationally related
Massachusetts Constitution. The high court_held that the to the laws' _goal because there is no reason to think that
state's laws are unconstitutional as both violations of the same sex couples would be a bigger drain on the state's
Due Process and Equal Protection Clauses. The resources than opposite sex couples. As there were no _
Massachusetts Legislature now has 180 days to draft valid state interests rationally related to the laws' ends,
legislation to allow same sex couples to marry. This is the court struck the faws down.
the most progressive decision on the subject by any state
The reactions to the decision have been mixed.
court since the Virginia ·high court's 2000 decision Although many have claimed that the courts-are catch- _
. requiring the state legislature to redraft its laws to allow ing up to modem trends, according to a recent Gallup
same sex couples the same benefits as married couples, Poll, only thirty-five percent of the people surveyed said
but not requiring the granting of the actual right to a that they supported a right to same sex marriage.
marriage license.
(Massachusetts Court Rules Ban . On Gay Marriage
The Massachusetts high court reasoned that the ·unconstitutional,http:l/www.cnn.com/2003/LAW/ll/18/
state's three interests achieved by the laws were not samesex.marriage.ruling). The state's governor has also
valid interests. The first interest-<:hild rearing_:_was shown his dismay, and has coiilmitted himself to redraftnot rationally related .to the laws' goal because sterile ing the state's constitution to overturn-the state h,igh
couples and even physically immobile couples are court's decision. But even if his efforts are successful,
allowe_d to wed. The -second interest-providing an the issue will not be placed before Massachusetts voters
optimal setting for child developmenb-was not ratio- until 2006.

The same sex marriage issue has alsq received
national coverage. Only thirteen days prior to the
Massachusetts decision, a New Jersey court adjudicated
the ~ame constitutional claims made against the state's
ban on same sex marriages. In Lewis v. Harris (Docket
#15-03, Mercer County Super. Ct. (NJ)), the New Jersey ·
Superior Court held that the state's Jaws were not in violation of the Due Process and Equal Protection Clauses
of its constitution. The court held that the same state
interests in procreation, healthy child rearing and the
conservation of state resources that the Massachusetts
high court held to be invalid were valid, and that the
state's laws were rationally related to the laws' ends.
Last July, the U.S. Supreme Court struck down a Texas
law banning same sex sodomy. Lawrence v. Texas, 123
S. Ct. 2472 (2003). President Bush, commenting on this
decision, stated that 11 I am mindful that we're all sinners
. . . that does not mean that somebody like me n~eds to
compromise op issues such as marriage . . . I belfoye in
the sanctity of marriage. I believe a marriage is between
a man and a woman.And I thlnk we ought to codify that
one way or the other. And we've got lawyers looking at
the best way to do that. 11

1'IBR-A RY ·CO · . ER
Sail into Success Bridging the Gap:
Law -School to Legal Career

SPECIAL INVITATION TO
ALL LAW STUDENTS
If you are like most students, towards the end of next semester you will be
a mix of emotions: relief that law school (or the first year oflaw school!)
is almost over, eagerness to-start your new career, but also some natural anxiety about
taking on that first job out oflaw school. And some of you are going to be taking your
first legal job ever.
To help you leave law school or find summer work with more confidence and
a sharper edge of readiness, the Legal Research Center offers a program called Sail into
Success each Spring semester. While not quite "research boot camp, 11 this.is an intensive legal research program aimed at refreshing your knowledge and skills just when
you need it most. The program also includes a demonstration of the types of management software used in many law offices and the latest in internet legal research.
·
~xperiencing

'

In an informative and fast-moving two hours, LRC lawyer-librarians will cover:
I. how to navigate through the tons of legal resources
'!

2. using primary resources (reporters, codes, regs)
3. using and finding secondary resources/practice guides
4. using and finding California practice materials
5. excelling at Web research

Imagine showing up for the-first day of work with all this information recently reviewed and at your fingertips .
Don't miss this boat! Please join us in the Spring for this important program.
Look for details on the date and place next semester. For further information, contact
John Adkins, Head of Public Services, in the LRC.

LIBRARY -HOURS EXPANDED
FOR FINALS!
The LRC is exparrding its hours during the Fall Semester finals study period.
Beginning Friday, Detember 5 until Thursday, December 18, the law library will be open
seven days a week from 7:00 a.m. to midnight. From 7 a.m. to 8 a.m. the library is open
for quiet study only; Circulation, Reserve Room and Computer Lab operations will
begin at 8 a.m.
The law library staff wishes you well on your exams. Stop by the Circulation
Desk for earplugs or aspirin. And the Reference Librarian is always willing to give you
a pep talk! Good luck!

ADVERTISING SUB-CORNER

RECRUITING
WRITERS, ILLUSTRA~
TORS AND LEGAL
PONTIFICATORS!
MOTIONS@SANDIEGO
/
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LETTERS
TO THE EDITOR

I

IN PRAISE OF GOLDSTONE

I

Dear Mr. Editor:
Thank you for an excellent article summarizing the recent presentation by Justice
Richard J. Goldstone as part of the Joan B. Kroc Distinguished Lecture Series at
the Joan B. Kroc Institute for Peace & Justice. It was gratifying to see many law
students from USD, Thomas Jefferson and Cal Western law schools at the event.
Here at the Institute, our goal is to serve as an unbiased forum for the USD and
San Diego communities to come together with local, national and international
leaders in peace and justice issues. There are many IPJ programs that might interest your readers, including lectures on topics such as human rights, immigration,
international trade, women's work in peacemaking, foreign policy and other peace
and justice issues, plus films and art exhibits. I encourage your readers to check
our website, www.peace.sandiego.edu, for a complete listing of upcoming events
and to receive email updates.
Thank you for expanding the audience for Justice Goldstone and other outStanding role models for your students and faculty.
Diana Kutlow
Program Officer - Distinguished Lecture Series
Joan B. Kroc Institute for Peace & Justice

I

NOT IN PRAISE OF GOLDSTONE

I

Dear Mr. Editor:
I attended Justice Richard ·Goldstone's lecture at the Kroc Center foi; Peace and
Justice which was reported in your last issue. Although I appreciate the experience
and insight he brings to the subject of "waging peace," I was dismayed at his offhand dismissal of the objections of the United States jo the International Criminal
Court (ICC). His suggestion that the U.S is under the influence of an unfounded
paranoia, based on American fear of a -"runaway" prosecutor, does not reflect the
serious flaws in the jurisdictional basis for the ICC's hearing crfminal trials. Articles
13, 14 and 15 of the Rome Treaty, when read together, allow anyone to bring a case,
and amazingly require nothing in the nature of "probable cause" to do so.
The United States has sought but not received an agreement that its troops would not
be tried for the efforts they make on behalf of the United Nations and other international bodies to secure peace throughout the world. The U.S. - so~ght but did not
rece_ive Security Council control over indictments. Justice Goldstone on the one
hand suggests that the Security Council is outmoded because it gives the veto to
nations such as Great Britain and France, and on the other hand proposes the cliche
that ifthe UN did not exist "it would have to be invented." By denyfug the Security
Council control over the jurisdiction of the ICC he indeed invents a substitute-an
autonomous, amorphous court of men, riot laws, who would attempt to decide these
peace-keeping matters on their own. The ICC's most controversial subject-matter
jurisdiction lies not in genocide or crimes against humanity, but.in war crimes and
acts of aggression.
U.S. opposition to the ICC also is subtly portrayed as a product of the "Bush 11" foreign policy agenda. Rarely if ever is it mentioned that the Clinton administration
opposed the Rome Treaty with as much vigor as the administration of George W.
Bush. Moreover, the Rome Treaty has virtually never had any support in the United
Stat~s Senate, by Republicans or Democrats, and has absolutely no hope of ratification because it does not provide the American military or civilians the kind of due
process that the U.S. Constitution guarantees.
David S. Moynihan

CONGRATULATIONS
to the University of San Diego School of Law
ATLA Jnterschool Intramural Mock T~ial
Competition Winners
First Place P/aintif!Team
Christina Levy and David Tschirhart-(Cal Western)
First Place Defense Team
Greg Garrison and Cormac K~hoe (USD)
Second Place Plaintiff Team
Matt Caron and Joshua Meier (USD I Ls)
Second Place Defense Team
Jennifer Nicolalde and Chris Taylor (USD) ·
Best Advocate
Greg Garrison
Best 1L Advocate
Gregory Coyer

December '2003

PHI BETA
KAPPA AT
USD
By Damien Schiff
Editor
·

The University of San Diego is now one of the newest members of the nation's oldest academic honor society. In a ceremony held November 14 in the auditorium of the Kroc
Peace and Justice Center, USD wa5 ·admitted into Phi Beta Kappa as the Phi of California ·
Chapter. ne installation capped a many-year effort by faculty, staff and alumni of the
University to secure this signal honor, rare for Universities as young as ours.
Leading the ceremony was Mr. John Churchill, Phi Beta Kappa's National
Secretary. Following brief welcoming remarks, Mr. Churchill began the induction ceremony, which he good-naturedly referred to as "creekily archaic." For the first part of the
cerell1-ony, four members of the USD family were inducted as fotinding members: Dean
Drinan of the College; former Provost and law school alumna Sister Furay; present
Provost D!. Lazarus; and new University President Dr. Lyons. Additionally, all charter
members were asked to stand and were polled as a group to approve of the local chapter's
constitution.
_. . The University's admission to the society is a great coup for USD Law, as many
of the chapter's charter members are law school professors, - staff and librarians.
Commenting on the event, Margaret McDonald, LRC Technical Services Librarian and a
charter member ofUSD's chapter, said, "After working directly on the library's portion of
USD's Phi Beta Kappa applications since 1997, it was a great pleasure to hear that USD
was granted a chapter at the Phi Beta Kappa meeting ·in August, It was the _culmination of
more than ten years of hard work by many faculty and administrators on campus. I
thought that Secretary Churchill performed the ceremony with a nice blend of humor and ,
seriousness. Now that our chapter has been officially installed, the charter faculty will
select outstanding liberal arts and sciences undergraduates to join our membership in the
Spring."
Phi Beta Kappa was founded at the College of William and Mary in 1776. The
letters of the society stand for the phrase philosophia biou kubernetes, meaning "Love of
wisdom, the guide of life." Contrary to popular belief, one need not be able to read the
society's motto to be admitted to it.
Following the induction ceremony, a splendid reception was held in the Center's
main auditorium. - Attendees feasted on crab legs, crab quesadillas, -beef empanadas,
ceviche, grilled vegetables, pate, ravioli, a variety of cheeses and a full panoply of wines.
The revelry and bonhomie were substantial.
Following the reception, a faculty guitar recital featuring USD Professor Robert
Wetzel was held in the auditorium. Mr. Wetzel performed a varied program that included
a sixteenth-century piece, Canci6n de/ Emperador, _by ·Narvaez; a charming minuet by
Rameau; several preludes by the renowned early nmeteenth-century Italian guitar virtuoso ·
Molino; and several pieces by the relatively unknown twentieth-century Spanish guitarist
Angel Barrios. Mr. Wetzel also.treated the audience to a special encore dedicated to Dr.
Lyons: a much-enhanced rendition of Jimmy Page of Led Zeppelin's Stairway to Heaven.
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lcoNTEst CoRNE~
Personal Helper Gives The G!ft Of Time

(NAPS)-Einding time to get
everything done for the holidays
and throughout the ye_a r brings
added stress to even· the most
organized of planners. Thankfully,
help is on the way. Imagine walking through the door to a homecooked meal oi: going outside to a
freshly mowed lawn after a day at
work.
This holiday season, Visa is
offering the Visa Personal Helper ·
Sweepstakes, giving you a chance
to win a way to reduce stress. Use
your Visa card, as you normally
would during this holiday season,
and between Nov. 1 and Dec. 30,
2003 you're automatically entered
for a chance to win access to Personal Helper services for a year,
plus $20,000 to get all the help you
need.
·
.
Visa will award 61 lucky winners (one winner for each day of
the promo'tion) with 24-hour .
access to a dedicated Personal
Helper team through the end of
2004. Via a convenient toll-free
number, winners can request a
variety of services be arranged for
them including:
• Housecleaning, catering and
gardening
• Personal shopping for holiday
gifts and flowers
• Travel planning and reservations so you can really go out and
relax aftedhis year's holiday season

Lucky winners will have access
to a Personal Helper team to help
them get things done.

For additional information
and the official rules, visit
www.visa.com/holiday.
Winners will receive $20,000
and access through Dec. 31, 2004
to the Visa "Personal Helper service, a concierge provider giving
access to various products and services. Winners will be responsible
for the purchase of any product or
service.
No Purchase or Obligation Necessary to Enter or Win. Non-purchase entries and purchase
entries have an equ~l chance of
winning. See Official Rules at
www.visa.com/holiday or call 1800-230-1300 for details on nonpurchase entries. Void where prohibited. Personal Helper ends Dec.
30, 2003.
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FROM THE EDITOR--CQntinuing our look ba~k into the law schools past during its fiftieth anniversary year, MO'fIONS
reprints this issue an article from 1975 revie~ing a debate between Mayor Alioto of San Francisco and William F Buckley, Jr.
.APRIL, ·1'97 5'
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WOOLSACK

Buckley Debates A liptO
By Brian Keighinan
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In yet another of_ their elected, Buckley answered, Buckley to me;1tlon the fact Buckley responded that Alioto assassination is not ·' ah
that Lincoln, Teddy Roosevelt, represenCed exactly what he .available weapon of govern" ·
generally fine presentations "Demap d a recount!"
Joseph Alioto has been more. and ~arl Warren wer·e all . (Buckley) had re.ferred to ments during peacetime.
this semester, the USD
Speakers Bureau brought successful at running for Republicans, but. he wisely earlier .,. . . . by· glossing over
B: (after acknowledging that
together two nationally known · mayor, and has established chose not to. After ripping off a issues, the Democratic Party
political personalities - San himself as one of California's 1 few ·anecdotes (acknowledging ··hopes. to convert the endemic he was once an employee of the
Francisco Mayor Josepl) Alioto top Democrats. As a two-term t_h at they were irrelevant to the . naivete and emotioqs of the CIA) Disagreed .with Alioto's
arid conservative columnist mayor of ~an Francisco; Alioto . topic at hand but only as electorate into votes at election use of the word "categorieal"
but admitted that he · didit't
William F. Buckley, Jr. - for has , encountered. his ' share of ,"irrelevant as Alioto was.") time.
That exchange ended the know whether assassinatfon of
the ,purpose ·. of debating ·_the difficulties ·but thus. far he has Buckley brought attention to
foreign leaders should .· have
resolution: "The l)emocratic managed .to escape .. many · of what he described as the myths · debate segment of the evening;
Party Offers the Best Hope for the political scars suffered by . and superstitions · of . the as mentioned before, a debate · been utilized iri the reeent past ..
the· Future ." The term many of his big city colleagues. Democratic Party - in short, . it wasn't; in that neither
After rather lengthy '· inc . .. '.'Jhe i11teU~~ual fraud per- speaker felt restrained to limit. Re a Third Party movemenrin
"debate" is used loosely. As
'76:
. .
.
_the evening wore on, it became troductions, Mayor Aliotlf was petuated·by the highly pleasing ., his comments to -the pros and
apparent that t·he ·chosen the first, to · speak on the rhetoric" of Democratic . cons of the proposal_, However, Both men agreed that there
"controversy" was merely a proposed resolution. .Briefly politicians · (citing Mayor ·it did. serve to introduce the was a possibility of a major
Alioto as a prime example.) characteristic styles of each third party merging in 1976.
convenient way of getting . stated, his contentions ·were:
l)_TheDemocratic Party has Those m)lths were:
. speaker to the audience in Alioto added that such a
Alioto . and Buckley together
historically been more , i:;en~ 1) That anti-trust laws should addition to shedding some light · movement was more likely: to
on stage.
As expected, the star of the sitive to the needs of the- op- ·· only, b~ applied to Big J3usiness .. on their respective political ema.iiate from · the ·. Wallace
and
the
un- and not to Big Labor, i.e. labor orientations as well.
evening was · Mr. Buckley, pressed
people rather than from witbiq
whose celeorated wit, wisdom, derprivileged and· thus is unions pose as much as (or
the Republican ranks.
The
Q
&
A
session
brought
·
and vocabulary lived up to its · better able to accommodate more than) a monopoly threat
out
some
of
the
better
exadvance billing in his effort to "change_ in · a changing as corporations do.
In ··the summations ·that
2) The · myth of the "spon- changes of the · night . a11d
enlighten and entertain a society."
each . speaker .
generally . pro-Buckley · 2) The Republicans are too taneous dollar'~ :_ that ef- elicited some interesting followed,
comments.
from
both
men.
Re
reiterated
the
basic points of
fective relief for : one person
audience. The role of cynosure indebted. to Big Business right
to
strike:
·
.
the
remarks;
their
introdu.ctory
we
·
need.
is
vigorous
encan
come
in
to
.
existence
what
ofconservatism is not new to
Bill Buckley ·-:c-- ·his numerous forcement of anti"trust laws without diminishing . the
A: There are · no viable While it is doubtful that the
·books, bicweekly magazine, . (Alioto is. a former anti~trust welfare of someone else.
alternatives to . strikes, not · audienc_e was swayed one·way
nationally,syndicated column, lawyer) so as .to inh_ibit ;the . 3) That government can.create even compulsory arbitration. or . the other as regards :·th~
proposed resolution this is to be
and weekly -TV series all give growth of monopoly power and . utopia - the Democratic Party
B: No single as~ociation or expected: however since .they
testimonyf.or him as a man of · encourage " .com_petitive seeks. to "utopianize" the
·
, expectations of the American union • should be · allowed to had not really come'\ to be in. forthright betiefs .and the · capitalism."
3)
.
Last~y,
Alioto
spoke
<
;0f
people, : · ·thus cultivating exercise greater than 15 formed. Rather, they had come
. seemingly endless energy to
have. them made known. To be "rough, . tough law ,'1 en- · disillusionmentanddiscontent. percent control over an in- .. to- see the . inimitable · Bill
within : ,. conIn his rebuttal, Alioto at- dustry or else be held · in Buckley match his oratory ·
sure, .h e ' hasn't always been . force1J1ent
skills with a popular politician ·
·
successful in getting his ideas stitutional limits" .(specifically .. ·· tempted . to answer Buckley's restraint of trade. <
with a homey flair-of his..own;. ·
across · ·· ·7"""
witness
his referring ,to the expansion of . charges ·and especially ·unmemorable run for mayor of accuseds' .rights by the W~rren dertook; arigorous defense of Re the CIA and assasslna lions: · To that ' extent, they wer~\t.
New York Q~ty in 1965. In . Court), in addition tq 'calling labor uriions (who h~ve always , A: Stated categorically that disappointed.
response to a reporter's query for more . pro,f essio~alizeq , bee.n. · among Alioto's more
as to what his •first act as • police .departments, . ;· ..·. ' : ' ardent supporters.) . . •
.
almqst
expected . Feigningr exasperation, ·
mayor would be, . were he .· One

ICases,from page 2 I

·'

the troops abroad: "The victory we seek is the victory of peace. Tbat victory is
promised to us. It was promised to us long ago, in the words of the angel choir that
sang. over Bethlehem: 'Glory to God in the highest, and on earth peace, good will
toward men.""
In 1956, President Dwight Eisenhower's Christmas message again struck similar themes: "In the light of Christmas, the dark curtains of the world are drawn aside
for the moment. We see more clearly our neighbors next door; and our neighbors in
other nations. We see ourselves and the responsibilities that belong to us. Inspired
hy
1
the story of Christmas·we seek to give of our happiness and abundance to gttlers less
fortunate." The president connected the Christmas spirit to the Man from Springfield:
"We must believe that the truth of Christinas is constant; that men can live·together in
1
peace as Lincoln said, 'with charity for all, with firmness in the right.'"
The Christmas messages of Presidents Kennedy, Nixon and Ford, although
uniformly bep.ev9lent and good-hearted, lacked some of that American Exceptionalisrp
seen in Truman and Eisenhower's. But that grander theme was not lost, for in
President Ronald Reagan's first Christmas message, the Humble is again coupled with
the Lofty: "At Chri,stmas time, every home takes on a special beauty, a special wannth,
arid that's certainly true of the White House . .. . As a people we've been through quite
a lot - moments of joy, of tragedy, and of real achievement - moments that I believe

have brought us all closer together. G.K. Chesterton once said that the world would
never ·starve for wonders, but only for the want of wander . . . . Some celebrate
Christmas as the birthday of a great and good philosopher and teacher. Others of us
believe in the divinity
. of the child born in Bethlehem, that he was and is the promised
Prmce of Peace. Yes, we've questioned why he who ~ould perform miracles chose to
come among us as a helpless babe, but maybe that was his first miracle, his first great
'
lesson that we should learn to care for one another." ·
Perhaps one might feel a iittle embarrassed when the president, a secular
leader --.- and a political one at that ~ so easily slides into sermonizing. But I should
be most reluctant to carp on men who use.their bully pulpit for a decidedly irenic purpose. The citation of Christmas may be just a pious custom, or a commercialized pleasantry~ or a rote unthinking iteration; but it need not be thus.- Do not let that abysmal
outline, dear law students, rob you of your Christmas! Do not let that endless and
supremely unhelpful study session deny you Yuletide cheer! I say, hang your stockings
with abandon, and wassail insouciantly; and acquit yourself well of your exams. And
th.en, "when the shadows lengthen, and the world becomes hushed, and your .work is at
an end," ponder these words: Puer natus est nobis, et filius datus est nobis: cujus
imperium super humerum ejus: et vof:abitur nomen ejus, magni cofzsi/ii Angelus. That
liomework should carry .you over to the new semester.

.
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YOU AND AN .LL.M.:
PERHAPS A PERFECT COMBINATION

I

I •

By Nicole Rothstein
Staff Writer
For most University of San Diego (USD) law students,
Spring registration is out of sight; out of mind with finals
fast approaching. But for those of us who have been
subject to the frenzy of finalizing and changing schedules during add/drop, we know that it isn't over until . . .
well, it's over.
While you are anxiously biding time waiting
for the Spring 2004 add/drop period, here's some food
for thought. Let's face it, not many of us are ever going
to write for the law review, obtain a high-level position
with the SBA or be president of the club of our choice.
With competition as fierce as ever in the job
market, many students are taking non-traditional routes
to bolster their attractiveness to potential employers.
USD offers tWo such opportunities with its dual degree
and Legum Magister (LL.M.) programs.
You may not be aware that the law school offers
a dual degree program in conjunction with USD's several graduate schools. Through the program, you can
·obtain your Juris Doctor (J.D.) concurrently with a master of business administration (M.B.A.), an international

master of business administration (LM.B.A.) or a master
of arts in international relations (M.A.). ;
By allowing some credits to count towards both
the J.I). and master's programs, students save one full
semester of time and expense. Generally, students can
begin a dual degree program in their second year of law
school but students interested in the program must apply
to and be accepted to both schools.
,
For those of us about to graduate and dive headfirst into the job market, an LL.M. offers increased specialization in a particular area of law, over and above
what a J.D. may provide. USD offers LL.M.'s in Tax,
International Law, Business and Corporate Law and
even other areas, as approved by the director. USD also
offers a general LL.M. with concentrations in Criminal
Law, Environmental Law, Intellectual Property, Labor
Law and Employment Law. Up to twelve qualifying
units completed at the J.D. level can count towards the
twenty-four units required for the program.
Students can choose an accelerated program
and complete the remaining twelve units in just one
semester; or completion can be spread out, allowing students gainfully employed in the legal field to complete
the degree on a part-time basis.

I DID-YOU KNOW? I
Christmas celebrations were outlawed in the Massachusetts Bay Colony
until the year 1681. The Puritan theocracy disapproved of the "pagan"
elements of the celebration, such as Christmas trees, gift-giving.and general jolliness. The first state in the Union to declare Christmas a legal
holiday was Alabama, in 1836. Between the years 1789 and 1856, the
federal Congress was in sessiOn on Christmas Day for all but three years.
And Theodore Roosevelt provoked a storm of criticism when he attempted to ban Christmas trees from the White:House as a conservation me'a- •· -···
sure. ALBERT J. MENENDEZ, THE DECEMBER WARS 56-66 (1993).

\

Representatives for either program are available to answer your questions and to help determine your
eligibility. They can also assist you in planning your
long-term course-load and can ~elp guide you through
whatever changes-you may need to make to your Sprfug
schedule during the add/drop period.
Keep in mind that the scheduled add/drop period for Spring 2004 (on a first-come, first-served basis)
will be as follows: Monday evening, December 2: 5:00
p.m. - 6:00 p.m. (evening and LL.M. students only);
Tuesday, December 3: 8:30 a.m. - 6:00 p.m. (all students); Wednesday, December 4: 8:30 a.m. - 6:00 p.m.
(all students).
The next opportunity to adjust your schedule
will be during registration, January I 0, 2003, from 8:30 ,
a.m. - 5:00 p.m. Your final add/drop opportunity will be ".
during the first two weeks of the Spring semester,
January 13th - January 27th, 8:30 a.m.-6:00 p.m.,
Monday -Thursday; and 8:30 a.m.-5:00 p.m. on Friday
(please note that the University will be closed on
Monday, Janufil)' 20th).
All waiting-list adjustments and course adds
must be completed by 6:00 p.m. on Monday, January 27,
2003.

_.,.

IVOLUNTEER! I

San Diego's abused and neglected children need you. There
are over 7,500 children in foster care waiting for help.
Become a child advocate today. Serve as a Court Appointed
Special Advocate (CASA). You'll be glad you did. All training provided. Volunteers research the case, gather information, attend court hearings and lend .su:Pport to the child. The
next ·information sessions will be January 6 and February 3.
Call Voices for Children at (85_8) 569-2019 or visit

·-www. voices4children. com.

ASK MADAM GRAMMAR:
CHRISTMAS EDITION
Dear Madam Grammar,
With the holidays fast approaching, I was hoping that you
might review some of the more peculiar etymologies of
seasonal words; for example, what about wassailing? And
X-mas?
- Kris Kringle

'

Christmas" whilst persons from other English-speaking
countries use the expression "Merry Christmas." Is one
correct or are both acceptable?
- Mrs. S. Claus

your struggling family, and we will discuss your affairs
this very afternoon, over a Christmas bowl of smoking
bishop, Bob! Make up the fires, and buy another coalscuttle before you dot·another i, Bob Cratchit!"
Thus one may safely conclude that, although the
practice may vary from co~ntry to country, on~ need not
fear reproach in saying "Merry Christmas." But I must
confess to ignorance in the matter of a Christmas bowl of
smoking bishop!

Dear Mrs. Claus,
I do not envy your position in social cir<,:les; it certainly is
Dear Mr. Kringle,
a great strain to play the gracious hostess to so many difThank you for your question. I can imagine how busy you ferent elves - er, persons. It is true that in some Englishmust be this time of year; but I cannot help thinking that speaking countries the p_hrase "Happy Christmas" is the
you know the answer to your .query,. and merely wish to norm, South Africa being among them. Yet in the United Dear Madam Grammar,
give the readership some increase in Yuletide knowledge. States, Christmas is the one holiday whose customary One of my favorite Christmas carols, which I and my
I.shall gladly assist you in that endeavor. Regarding the salutation is preceded not by the near ubiquitous "Happy," antlered friends often whinny to, is The Twelve Days of
etymologies, the action of wassailing was once comriion but by the decidedly ~ Anglo-Saxon and mildly archaic Christmas. Nowadays I hear the verse sung as "Four calling birds," meaning, I suppose, something like parrots. Is
among the poorer classes of the English countryside, espe- "Merry."
·
Now, it is certainly true that the practice in this correct?
cially the children, who would sing carols from house to .
- Rudolph R. Reindeer
house wishing all a merry Christmas and happy new Year, England formally was almost universally to say "Merry."
with the hope of an aim or two, say a mince pie or cup of For example, in A Christmas Carol, following Scrooge~s
mulled wine. The practice lamentably has not been kept reformation, we read that Scrooge "dressed himself 'all in Dear Mr. Reindeer,
up in the British Isles; and I believe it never gained a his best,' and at last got into the streets. The people were' I thank you fcir bringing this matter to my atteption; thankfoothold in America.
by this time pouring forth, as he had seen them with the fully the readership shall have this matter cleared up
The use of the abbreviation X-mas for Christmas Ghost of Christmas Present; and walking with his hands before they go out wassailing and singing the wrong
has a lo~g history; the Oxford English Dictionary reports behind him, Scrooge regarded every ,QD.e with a delighted words, as to which practice we have become unfortunatethe word's first recorded use in 1551. The practice of smile. He looked so irresistibly pleasant, in a word, that ly so accustomed. In the original carol, the gift of the
abbreviating "Christ" with X in truth antedates the English three or four good-humored fellows said, 'Good_morning, fourth day of Christmas is not calling birds but col/y birds.
language, for what we call Xis really the descendant of the sir! A merry Christmas to you!' And Scrooge often said What, you may ask, is a colly bird? Why, it is a blackbird.
Greek Jetter kai, which is the first letter of the Greek word afterward, that of all the blithe sounds he had ever heard, In fairness to the readership, Madam .Orammar should
point out that colly bird is a dialect form from Somerset in
Christos, or Christ. The OED records the earliest use of those were the blithest in his ears."
Later on, when Bob Cratchit appears late for England. Thus it is not surprising that the phrase should
this abbreviated form in an English chronicle of c.1100.
work the next day, we read: "A merry Christmas, Bob!' have become amended in its transplantation to America.
said Scrooge, with an earnestness that could not be mis- · But now, Madam Qrarp.mar exhorts all of you to sing for
Dear Madam Grammar,
.I find myself entertaining guests from all 'round the world taken, as he clapped him on the back. 'A merrier the good old colly _birds, and to all, A Very Merry
this time of year. I have noticed that persons from some Christmas, Bob, my good fellow, than I have given you for Christmas!
English-speaking countries use the expression "Happy many a year! I'll raise your salary, and endeavor to assist
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·California DVD Video Homa Studv
Bar Review 1ro1ram
~
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Why pay more to watch videotaped lectures in a crowded classroom on someone else's schedule?
Save money with the only course that puts you in control of your bar preparation.
I

We are the only full-service bar review _program in California to feature the
nation's best lecturers on your own personal DVD videos.

Our program includes:

FREE PLI Multistate Bar Review course

t/ DVD video lectures by experienced faculty
who are expertS in their subject areas.

($295 value), eliminating the need to

pay

extra for supplemental MBE workshops.

V' Comprehensive outlines for every subject.
V' Free DVD workshops for Essay, Performance Test, MBE.

FREE bonus

v Six practice essays that are individually critiqued

Strategies &Tactics

for th.e MB£ workbook.

by our experienced grading staff.

....-e

V' Free -course guarantee.

.:..--

~

For more information, to enroll, or to become
a campus representative,' call toll-free

866-BAR-PREP or visit our website at:

www.SupremeBarReview.com

,,..
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Enroll now and receive a free po·rtable DVD player

upon payment ofyour $200 enrollment deposit ($15 shipping fee; model may vary).

We Turn Law Students Into Lawyers!sM
......

